
DENTAL IMPLANTS 
EXPERT TEETH REPLACEMENT



WHAT IS A DENTAL IMPLANT?
A dental implant is an artificial tooth replacement which provides a natural-looking and permanent solution to missing 
or damaged teeth. They are specially designed titanium or zirconium screws which are implanted into the jaw and act like 
natural tooth roots. To complete the treatment, artificial teeth (crowns) are fitted on top. With routine care, dental implants 
have a high level of success. They cam replace a single tooth, multiple teeth or even all teeth.

THE MAJOR BENEFITS OF IMPLANTS
• Permanent and fixed (not removable like a denture)
• As close to natural tooth as we can get it
• Can improve your speech
• You can smile, eat and laugh again with confidence
• Replaces the tooth, or teeth, without affecting neighbouring teeth
• Contribute to preserving your facial features, preventing gum 

shrinkage and loss of jaw bone
• Easy to clean, so help to maintan a healthy mouth 

In  summary, not only will your smile look better, you’ll have reasons 
to smile too.
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As a respected centre for teeth replacement, we offer a fully comprehensive implant service using the best materials and state 
of the art techniques and equipment all under one roof.

Implant surgery, as with any medical 
or dental treatment, requires careful 
planning and our CBCT Scanner provides 
three dimensional (3D) images of your 
teeth, soft tissues, nerve pathways and 
bone in a single scan. 
It helps our
dentists to 
plan your 
specific 
treatment, and 
gives you added 
peace of mind that 
we are using 
the most advanced 
diagnostic techniques 
to provide you with safe and predictable
outcomes. 

ADVANCED DIAGNOSTICS 
WITH OUR CBCT SCANNER
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SEVERAL LIFE CHANGING SOLUTIONS

SINGLE TOOTH REPLACEMENT - Losing a tooth can be devastating. You can feel 
self-conscious and suffer a lack of self-esteem. The outcome will be a replacement 
tooth that looks, feels and functions like one of your own teeth.

MULTIPLE TOOTH REPLACEMENT - A large gap or wearing a denture (or partial 
denture) can cause embarrassment, discomfort and can also restrict clear speech.  
If you are missing adjacent teeth, they may either be replaced with individual 
implants, or by joining two or more implants together. 

DENTURE STABILISATION - For a cost-effective way of replacing many missing 
teeth, dentures can be held securely in place with implants, providing a great 
improvement from traditional removable dentures. 

ALL TEETH - Representing a huge transformation of lives, this is for people without 
any natural teeth or who have falling teeth. This involves a fixed set or replacement 
teeth supported by implants. 

SINUS LIFTS & BONE GRAFTING - For some patients, bone manipulation may be 
necessary if there is not sufficient bone to support an implant. Special material can 
be inserted to encourage bone growth and ‘lift’ the sinus and over time the bone will 
re-grow, providing enough bone to support the implant.
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OUR EXPERIENCED IMPLANT SURGEONS
DR RAMAN BHARDWAJ
Dr Raman Bhardwaj BDS (Bris), MFDS RCS (Eng), MClinDent (Perio), MPerio RCS 
(Ed), Specialist in Periodonticts, Special Interest in Implantology.

NEXT STEPS
If you are considering dental implants, you can book a free informal conversation 
with Samantha our Treatment Care Co-Ordinator, or you can book a full implant
consultation with our implant surgeon.
Please call 01491 680412 or email manager@bywyasdental.co.uk

All patients provided with personalised treatment plan, with costs, after initial consultation
0% finance is available, subject to status.

FEES

Initial consultation
Single tooth implact with crowns
CT scan (recommended in most cases)

from £150
from £2,650

from £99 per arch

from £135
from £2,500

from £90 per arch
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Having an implant seemed like a 
daunting process but with Raman’s 
expertise and guidance it was a 
smooth and pain free procedure. The 
digital scanning and planning was 
great to see. Now I have all my gaps 
restored and can eat so much better. 
Couldn’t thank him and the team 
anymore.
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